
INTRODUCTION

Records of the dates of ice freeze-up and break-up are good
indicators to assess inter-annual and seasonal climate vari-
ability, especially in relation to long-term climate change
(Beltaos and Burrell, 2003; Johannessen et al., 2004;
Saucier et al., 2004; Laidre and Jorgensen, 2005; Granskog
et al., 2006; Sooaar and Jaagus, 2007; Sarauskiene and
Jurgelenaite 2008). There are three major reasons for study-
ing sea ice regimes: a) the calendar dates of formation and
thawing of ice cover have been recorded for a long period,
b) ice conditions are sensitive and reliable indicators of cli-
mate, and c) sea and coastal ice regimes affect ship trans-
port, fishery, and other aspects of the economy (Takács and
Kern, 2015).

Temperature change and ice regimes have been observed to
be related with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) pat-
tern (Hurrell and van Loon, 1997; Osborn et al., 1999) of
large-scale anomalies in North Atlantic atmospheric circula-
tion. Similarly, Southern Oscillation has been argued to ex-
ert influence over the ice regime in the Northern Hemi-
sphere (Robertson et al., 2000). The so-called positive
phases of NAO (associated with strong westerly winds and
increased flow of warm and moist air to Western Europe)
cause warmer winters, their later start and early springs
(Chen and Hellström, 1999; Paeth et al., 1999). Changes in
air temperature and in the occurrence of rainfalls influenced
by airflow from the North Atlantic (indicated by NAO) sig-

nificantly affect the ice regime (Loewe and Koslowski,
1998). In addition, a major factor possibly affecting the ice
regime is global warming (Morse and Hicks, 2005; Lind et

al., 2016). The records made during the last two centuries
on ice break-up dates on rivers in the Northern Hemisphere
provide consistent evidence of later freezing and earlier
break-up (Magnuson et al., 2000). Several studies have ana-
lysed ice regime trends for inland waters (Beltaos, 1997;
Benson et al., 2000; Hodgkins et al., 2002). Such studies
are facilitated by the fact that easily identifiable parameters
describing ice break-up have been recorded for a long pe-
riod of time. These studies have clearly shown long-term
changes in climate and have also argued that natural pro-
cesses and the ice regime in Northern Europe are related to
changes in NAO (Yoo and D’Odorico, 2002). The ice con-
ditions of the Baltic Sea have been previously studied using
a historical time series of ice break-up at the port of Rîga
(Jevrejeva, 2001) and along the coastline of Estonia (Sooaar
and Jaagus, 2007). However, the ice regime of inland wa-
ters in Latvia, especially in association with changes of the
regime in coastal waters, has not been studied, and the fac-
tors affecting major fluctuations of the ice regime have not
been identified.

The aim of this study was to determine the character of
long-term changes of the sea ice regime along the coastline
of Latvia, in relation to long-term climate change (tempera-
ture) and large-scale atmospheric circulation processes (the
North Atlantic Oscillation, NAO).
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DATA SOURCES AND METHODS

Data on ice regime (formation of permanent ice cover, ice
break-up, and calculated length of ice cover) were extracted
from bulletins of hydrological observations (1925–2013) at
the Latvian Centre of Environment, Geology, and Meteorol-
ogy. The time series of the River Daugava ice break-up
dates were first published by P. Stakle (1931). Air tempera-
ture records at the Rîga–University Meteorological Station
were obtained for the period from 1795 to 2013. During the
studied period (1925–2013), the sampling and observation
methods followed standard approaches and historical obser-
vations were re-evaluated to adjust them to the existing
principles of time measurement (Stakle, 1931). This study
used only observation data, and no data were substituted.
The locations of sampling sites and regular monitoring sta-
tions are shown in Figure 1.

To determine relationship to wide-scale climatic forcing
factors, we used the extended North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) index (Luterbacker et al., 2002). The NAO index
data are classified in three categories: high (NAO 1) –
strong westerly, normal (NAO ~ 1) and low (NAO –1) –
weak westerly. To identify climatic turning points, the re-
cently suggested Baltic winter index (WIBIX) (Hagen and
Feistel, 2005) was used. This derived climate index is based
on monthly values of the first principal components of: a)
winter anomalies (January – March) of air pressure differ-
ence between Gibraltar and Reykjavik to describe the North
Atlantic Oscillation, b) sea level anomalies of Landsort
(Sweden) to characterise the filling level in the Baltic
Proper, and c) maximum Baltic ice cover, to include the in-
fluence of continentally dominated alignments of atmo-
spheric centres in action. The resulting time coefficients are
regressively computed by corresponding winter anomalies
in air temperature over central England. Severe (continental,
WIBIX < 0) and mild (maritime, WIBIX > 0) winter types
alternate, and the associated turning points characterise cli-
mate regime shifts.

The non-parametric Mann–Kendall test for monotone trends
in time series of data grouped by sites, plots and seasons
was chosen for determination of trends, as this is a rela-
tively robust method concerning missing data and has no

strict requirements regarding data heteroscedasticity. The
Mann–Kendall test was applied separately to each variable
at each site at a significance level of p < 0.05. A trend was
considered as statistically significant at the 5% level if the
test statistic was greater than 2 or less than –2. The
COND/MULTIMK code (Libiseller and Grimvall, 2002)
was used for trend analysis.

RESULTS

The beginning of ice formation. Ice development begins
in Pärnu Bay, where the first new ice formation occurs in
the middle of December (Table 1). Thereafter, the
ice-covered area extends along the north-eastern coast of
the Gulf of Riga. In mid-January, its width is 5 to 6 nautical
miles on average. At the same time, new ice formations
near the southern and western coasts of the gulf occur.

The most intensive ice development occurs in February,
when, under favourable conditions, the Gulf of Riga be-
comes completely ice-covered. In the middle of the month,
the pack ice brought by currents freezes and covers Irbe
Strait with rigid and ridged ice. At the same time, the width
and thickness of the fast ice increases along the rest of the
gulf coastline, and various ice forms intensively develop
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T a b l e 1

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS AND ICE REGIME OF THE STUDY SITES IN LATVIA AND ITS COASTLINE

River-sampling station Length of observations,
years

Mean date of
freeze-over

Mean date of
break-up

Average number
of days with ice cover

Decrease,
day/10year

p = 0.17
(95%)

Baltic Sea – Liepâja 1949–2013 24 Dec 03 Mar 71 2.8

Baltic Sea – Ventspils 1949–2013 26 Dec 27 Mar 76 3.0

Baltic Sea – Kolka 1950–2013 03 Jan 22 Feb 58 2.5

Gulf of Rîga – Mçrsrags 2000–2013 24 Dec 03 Mar 53 0.7

Gulf of Rîga – Jûrmala 2000–2013 02 Jan 05 Mar 52 0.2

Gulf of Rîga – Salacgrîva 1949–2013 12 Dec 12 Mar 64 2.7

Venta – Kuldîga 1926–2013 02 Dec 22 Mar 65 3.2

Gauja – Sigulda 1939–2013 01 Dec 30 Mar 78 4.1

Fig. 1. Locations of stations for observation of sea ice (�) (1949–2013) and
inland ice (�) (1949–1999) regimes in Latvia.



also in the central part of the gulf. In moderate winters, the
Gulf of Riga and Irbe Strait become completely ice-covered
by the end of the month. However, during severely cold
winters, a solid and rigid ice cover over the Gulf of Riga
may form already in the middle of January, whereas in mild
winters, the gulf may remain mostly ice-free throughout the
winter season.

The development of pack ice usually begins in coastal wa-
ters and extends in parallel to isobaths. However, its devel-
opment is uneven, reflecting alterations of the cold and
warm spells. The pack ice maximum occurs in late February
to early March, and, during moderate and severe winters,
pack ice completely covers both the Gulf of Riga and Irbe
Strait.

During winters, the surface water is cooled so much that ice
may form also at the coastline of the Baltic Sea. However,
the expansion of ice varies widely from year to year, de-
pending on whether the weather is mild or cold. The water
territories concerned are mostly ice-free and are covered
with ice only during the most severe winters. However, the
ice is mostly thin and fragile, and, if the wind direction is
favourable, the ice rapidly floats from the shore into the
open sea. In the coastal waters of the Baltic Sea, the ice de-
velopment begins at the end of December, sometimes in the
middle of November.

The disappearance of ice. With the prevailing westerly
winds, the ice break-up begins in the western part of the
Gulf of Riga and gradually progresses to the east. The first
area of the gulf to become ice-free is Irbe Strait, followed
by the western and southern parts of the Gulf. In the north
and north-eastern areas, in turn, the melting and rotten pack
ice remains for the longest periods.

During late and cold springs, there can be some differences
in the disappearance of ice: at first, the ice disappears in the
comparatively shallow north-eastern part of the Gulf of
Riga, as the water temperature begins to rise due to the river
inflow. In this case, the pack ice remains in the central part
of the gulf for longer.

The length of the ice season. The average length of the ice
season is the longest in Pärnu Bay and in the northern part
of the Gulf of Riga, where it is 145 days or almost five
months. The shortest ice season of two months is character-
istic of the south-western part of the Gulf of Riga, Irbe
Strait and near the Latvian coast of the Baltic Sea. In the
southern part of the gulf, as well as in the area near Kolka,
the average ice season is two to three months long. The
maximum observed ice season length in the Gulf of Riga is
168 days, and in the coastal waters of the Baltic Sea — 127
days. The most severe winter during the observation period
was in 1941/1942. During this winter, the maximum ice
cover at the coastline of the Baltic Sea was observed at the
end of March to beginning of April, with ice thickness of
about 60 cm. The ice thickness was 55.7 cm, 6.4 km from
the coast near Liepâja and 48.6 cm at distance 14.5 km from
Ventspils.

Changes in the length of the ice season at the coastline of

Latvia. The ice conditions are observed in six marine ob-
servation stations in Latvia (Fig. 1). The stations of
Ventspils and Liepâja, which are situated east of the central
part of the Baltic Sea, represent the ice conditions character-
istic for the open part of the sea, where usually the concen-
tration of ice is the smallest and the length of the ice season
— the shortest. The Kolka station represents ice conditions
in the shallow Irbe Strait, and the Mçrsrags station repre-
sents conditions of the western part of the gulf. These two
stations are situated in an area of comparatively rapid
changes in the concentration of ice, as the ice tends to break
up and drift to the east with the prevailing westerly winds,
forming ice-free areas. The Jûrmala observation station rep-
resents the shallow southern coast of the gulf. The
Salacgrîva station represents the north-eastern part of the
gulf, where ice expansion usually is the greatest and the ice
season is the longest.

During the past ~150 years, there has been a significant in-
creasing trend in the values of air temperature, which is
even more obvious during winter seasons (Klavins et al.
2002). The changes in air temperature have also led to sig-
nificant changes in ice conditions both at the Latvian coast-
line of the Baltic Sea and in the Gulf of Riga (Jevrejeva,
2001). A significant decreasing tendency of the length of
ice season for the period of 1949–2013 was observed (Table
2) at the coastline of the Baltic Sea (Fig. 2), and even a
more significant decreasing trend was observed in the Gulf
of Riga (Fig. 3).

Ice conditions during the first decade of the 21
st

century

(2001–2011). Although the length of ice season has signifi-
cantly decreased over a longer period (Gebre et al., 2014),
during the past decade, there still have been some winters
with substantial ice cover over the coastal waters of Latvia
(for example, in winter 2012/2013). The total number of
days with ice cover for the past ten years remains rather
high: from 452–491 days at the coastline of the Baltic Sea
up to 677–757 days in the Gulf of Riga (Fig. 4), with aver-
age annual ice season length of 45–49 and 68–76 days, re-
spectively. During the past decade, the mildest winters with
the lowest abundance of ice cover were in winters of
2001/2002, 2006/2007 and 2008/2009, when the develop-
ment of sea ice was of a short range and present only in
some areas of the coastal waters. In contrast, the winters of
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T a b l e 2

LONG TERM TRENDS OF ICE COVER DURATION ACCORDING
TO THE MANN–KENDALL NORMALISED TEST STATISTICS

River-sampling station Period of
observation

Normalised
test statistic

p-value
(one-sided test)

Baltic Sea – Liepâja 1949–2013 –2.61 0.009

Baltic Sea – Ventspils 1949–2013 –3.34 0.009

Baltic Sea – Kolka 1950–2013 –2.85 0.014

Gulf of Rîga – Salacgrîva 1949–2013 –4.42 0.001

Venta – Kuldîga 1926–2013 –1.21 0.113

Gauja – Sigulda 1939–2013 –2.87 0.002



2002/2003, 2010/2011 and 2012/2013 were the most severe
during the past decade.

During the winter of 2010/2011, the cold spell lasted for a
long period of time. In many observation stations of Latvia,
the minimum temperature records were broken. The devel-
opment of ice occurred rapidly, and the Gulf of Riga was
completely ice-covered already by the middle of February
(Fig. 5).

The changes in the duration of ice cover can be strongly as-
sociated with the changes in its formation time. In the last
decades, a stable ice cover (except in severely cold winters)
appeared later (Fig. 6) and melted earlier (Fig. 7).

DISCUSSION

A comparison of the ice regime on Latvian inland rivers and
the ice regime along the coastline of Latvia (Figs. 8, 9) indi-

cates that it is longer on inland water bodies, but these val-
ues are significantly correlated. However, in case of rivers,
processes in their basins also play an important role, and,
therefore, the correlations are far from 100%.

During the last decades, a significant increase in air temper-
ature has been recorded in the Baltic region and Latvia. The
seasonal air temperatures, according to the records of the
Rîga-University meteorological station, have changed sub-
stantially over the last 200 years (1795–2013). The annual
mean temperature has increased by 1.1 oC, and the trend is
significant (test statistic 4.37; p = 0.0000). However, the in-
crease in temperature has not been similar among seasons.
The highest increase in air temperature was observed for
spring (2.1 oC, test statistic 5.18; p = 0.000) and winter
(1.9 oC, test statistic 2.77; p = 0.0028) seasons. A smaller
increase in temperature (by 0.5 oC, test statistic 1.81; p =
0.03) was typical for the autumn season. There was no trend
observed for summer temperatures covering the entire pe-
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Fig. 2. Trend in the length of ice season
in the coastal areas of the Baltic Sea
(Liepâja) for the period of 1949–2013.

Fig. 3. Trend in the length of ice season in
the coastal areas of the Gulf of Riga
(Salacgrîva) for the period of 1949–2013.



riod from 1795 to 2002. Compared to the 30-year mean
(1961–1990), the lowest mean temperature occurred for an-
nual and seasonal temperatures (autumn, spring and sum-
mer) during the period from 1830 to 1930. Winter season
temperatures have been increasing gradually since the 19th

century, and the long-term minimum was not reached dur-
ing the 1830–1930 period. Notable increases in winter and
spring air temperatures have been observed since the 1970s
(Lizuma et al., 2007).

Furthermore, not only air temperature but also water tem-
perature in the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of Riga has increased
significantly (Fig. 10), evidently affecting the sea ice re-
gime. Similar trends have been found at all studied stations
for changes in both maximal and minimal water tempera-
tures, especially for changes in water temperatures in the
autumn (September, October, November) and winter sea-
sons (December, January, February).

Processes over the North Atlantic appear to have a signifi-
cant influence on the climate in the Baltic region, especially
during winter (December, January, and February) and cold
seasons (October–April) (Figs. 11, 12).

Figures 11 and 12 depict the winter period series of the
NAO index during the second half of the 20th century and
the number of days with ice cover. A strong negative corre-
lation between the NAO index and the number of days with
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Fig. 4. Annual and total lengths of ice season at six
marine observation stations of Latvia for the period
of 2001–2013.

Fig. 5. Ice conditions in the coastal areas of Latvia on 21 February 2011
(MODIS Aqua image; channel combination 7–2–1; spatial resolution
1 km).

Fig. 6. Long-term changes in the starting date of ice
cover appearance at Liepâja.
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Fig. 7. Long-term changes in the break-up
date of ice cover at Liepâja.

Fig. 8. Correlation of the duration of ice cover
in a coastal zone of the Baltic Sea (at Liepâja)

Fig. 9. Correlation of the duration of ice cover
in a coastal zone of the Gulf of Riga (at
Salacgrîva) and the River Gauja (Sigulda).



Fig. 10. Changes in the annual average water tempera-
ture at Liepâja, Kolka, and Jûrmala.

Fig. 11. Correlation (r = –0.44, p 0.001) between the
prolongation of ice cover duration on the Baltic Sea at
the coastline of Latvia (Liepâja) and the NAO winter
index.

Fig. 12. Correlation (r = –0.51, p 0.001) between the
prolongation of ice cover on the Gulf of Riga at the
coastline of Latvia (Salacgrîva) and the NAO winter in-
dex.
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ice cover along the coastline of Latvia exists, indicating that
large-scale atmospheric circulation processes over the North
Atlantic greatly influence the winter climate in the Baltic re-
gion. NAO has been observed to influence winter precipita-
tion with varying intensity along the Norwegian coast, in
northern Sweden and in southern Finland, where terrain
plays an important role (Uvo, 2003). The strong correlation
found in our study highlights the fine linkages between the
large-scale NAO forcing factors and the regional scale cli-
mate processes in the Baltic region. Moreover, the negative
correlation between winter temperatures and NAO indexes
has become stronger during the last 100 years (Marshall et

al., 2001; Hagen and Feistel, 2005; de Rham et al., 2008).
Changes in ice regime can also be directly related to the re-
cently suggested (Hagen and Feistel, 2005) derived Baltic
winter climate index (WIBIX) (Fig. 13), which is better cor-
related with the parameters describing ice regime than the
NAO winter index.

A strong negative correlation between the NAO index, the
WIBIX index and the ice-break up events shows that pro-
cesses over the North Atlantic are the driving force for the
sea ice regime at the coastline of Latvia. In winter, an in-
tense westerly circulation moves fronts and air masses
through the mid-latitudes, while it weakens considerably
during the warm period, and the majority of precipitation
events occur due to different processes.

CONCLUSIONS

The duration of ice cover on the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of
Riga has been decreasing during the last 60 years and is re-
lated to later start and earlier melt of the ice cover. There
are significant differences in respect to ice cover in the Gulf
of Riga and at the coastline of the Baltic Sea. The time of
ice break-up depends on global climate change and can be

related to increasing air and sea water temperatures. How-
ever, the trends of sea ice regime are not consistent over
different periods, and there are also alternating mild and se-
vere winters. The sea ice regime appears to be greatly influ-
enced by large-scale atmospheric circulation processes over
the North Atlantic.
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LATVIJAS IEKÐZEMES UN PIEKRASTES ÛDEÒU LEDUS REÞÎMA DINAMIKA UN TO IETEKMÇJOÐIE FAKTORI

Jûru ledus reþîms uzskatâms par klimata pârmaiòu jutîgu indikatoru. Pçtîjuma mçríis ir analizçt Latvijas piekrastes un Rîgas lîèa ledus
reþîmu, salîdzinot to ar iekðzemes ûdeòiem. Latvijas iekðzemes un piekrastes ûdeòu ledus reþîms uzrâda globâlâs sasilðanas ietekmes, un tâ
pârmaiòas ir saistâmas ar gaisa un jûras ûdens temperatûras izmaiòâm. Latvijas iekðzemes un piekrastes ûdeòu ledstâves ilgums pçdçjâs
desmitgadçs ir samazinâjies, bet vienlaikus iezîmçjas klimatisko pârmaiòu periodiskuma ietekme. Ledus reþîmu raksturo gan maigu, gan
aukstu ziemu periodiska nomaiòa, un to ietekmç liela mçroga atmosfçras cirkulâcijas procesi virs Atlantijas okeâna, ko pierâda cieða
korelâcija ar Ziemeïatlantijas oscilâcijas indeksu.
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